
This week in
.

Cherwell Class: 9/12

Nativity Week



Baaarmy Bethlehem

On Tuesday morning, we performed our Nativity 'Baarmy Bethlehem' to all 
the parents and carers inside St Leonard's church. 
Mr Gidlow was so proud of all the children for singing all the songs and 
learning the actions. I hope you enjoyed it too!



Ice exploration 

With the colder weather arriving at the end of the week, 
the children had the challenge of trying to free the polar 
animals and the sealife creatures from their frozen 
confinement. 

This activity really help build up our fine 
motor muscles and with a little bit of team 
work the animals and creatures were freed.



An icy experiment

On Friday the children were given the challenge of find a place that ice would melt... the slowest. They 

had to find their own piece of ice, label it and place it in the place that they thought their ice would last 

the longest.

With two water trays frozen over, we had a class discussion on why the water had frozen. "Because it is 

cold." said one child. "Yes and the water is in the shade." replied another.

Mr Gidlow then divided the class into three groups and gave them a large piece of ice each. As a team 

they had to think about where best to place the ice so it did NOT melt.

Here are some of the children's responses:

"In the shade because the sun is hot so that would make it melt."

"Inside, as I know the sun is hot so we should put it inside so it's not in the sun."

"In the water tray that is frozen. we can test it so we put the ice on the cold ice water tray, we can test it 

with our hands to see if its icy." 

"We can put our ice in the shade so the sun doesn't make it melt.“

See more on the next page….!



"It would melt quicker inside as it is hotter. we could put it in a frosty bit as it's colder."

"If we put it outside it wont melt for along time as its cold outside and the ice is cold."

After this discussion the children then placed their Ice in their chosen spot.

Group 1 - placed theirs under the table in the Santa's workshop role-play.

Group 2 - placed theirs under the stairs of the Reflection area.

Group 3 - placed theirs on a frosty spot on the playground.

At the end of the day we went to have a look at all the ice and the to two pieces that had been 

place under the table and under the stairs had melted and all that was left was water on the 

floor. However the ice that had been placed outside in a frosty spot had not melted at all.

Finally, Mr Gidlow asked the children what they had learned.

"The ice in the shade outside didn't melt."

"The ice inside melted because it was warm in the classroom."

"I learnt that ice melts in the sun but outside in the shade on the frost it didn't melt."

"If you don't want your ice to melt you put it in a cold place in the shade."

"When ice melts it turn into water."

"If you put ice in a very cold area it won't melt for a very long time."

"If you put ice in the sun it will melt."



Manger making

This week we have a Nativity focus and we are looking at The First Christmas. During child 
initiated play, the children decided to make a stable out of a cardboard box. Then they created 
their own mini characters by drawing them, cutting them out and using their stands for their 'Mini 
Me's'. We will be using this in our continuous provision tomorrow. 
Some children decided to have a go at making a stable out of Lego and others used the wooden 
blocks to make their own representation.



It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas

With only two week until we break up for the Christmas holidays, as 
a class we decided to put up our own small class Christmas tree. All 
the children helped decorate it adding baubles and tinsel to each 
branch. The children were able to share all of the accessories and 
listen to each other suggestions on placement.  

To get us in the Christmas spirit this morning the children 
wrapped some 'Christmas presents' (empty boxes). The children 
were able to demonstrate their independence in selecting the 
tools that they needed. 
These 'presents' were very popular and the children wanted to 
take them home at the end of the day.



Another super 
week by 

Cherwell Class


